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NFLA commemorates its 40th anniversary with special webinar, new reports
and plans for a major cooperation with ICAN and the Mayors for Peace in
December
Today, the UK & Ireland Nuclear Free Local Authorities (NFLA) reaches the milestone of 40 years of
activity as the principal local government voice on nuclear policy. It remains committed to decentralised
energy, the highest levels of nuclear health and safety and a phase-out of nuclear energy and a nuclear
weapons free world.
NFLA came into being in 1980 as many Councils raised concerns over the real prospects of a nuclear
weapon conflict as the Cold War heated up. Amongst the Councils who passed resolutions opposing the
development of largely pointless civil defence planning to protect the population from a nuclear weapon
attack was Manchester City Council. Their resolution, passed on the 5th November 1980, agreed to
establish an association of like-minded Councils, and the NFLA was created.
Following an effective campaign to move from civil defence to peacetime emergency planning, the NFLA
became heavily engaged in considering the wider hazards of nuclear power after the Chernobyl disaster
of 1986, and again with the Fukushima disaster of 2011. Both disasters have devastated large areas of
land which may not be habitable for years to come. They also spread radiation over a large area. The
two disasters led to a wider engagement with Irish local authorities and, since 2001, the NFLA has had
four National Forums – England, Scotland, Wales and an All Ireland Sustainable Energy Forum.
NFLA has always been an organisation promoting ground-breaking research and ideas. For example, it
assisted, through Manchester City Council, the creation of the Local Government Special Interest Group
on Radioactive Waste and Nuclear Decommissioning, NuLEAF (Nuclear Legacy Advisory Forum). NFLA
also assisted in creating its Scottish equivalent SCCORS (Scottish Councils Committee on Radioactive
Substances).
It also started advocating that Councils should play an active role in promoting renewable, decentralised
energy, with meetings and reports on this matter as early as 2001 in Nottinghamshire County Hall. In
2020, it has published a number of reports around promoting best practice across the UK and Ireland
and how Councils are developing local energy projects and carbon reduction schemes, within their role
to tackle the climate emergency. Our latest report will provided a detailed analysis of the prospects for a
‘green recovery’ to respond to the economic challenges of Covid-19 and the climate emergency.
NFLA also raise public hazard concerns over nuclear risks, and will be shortly publishing an additional
report on the nuclear risks within the ‘Beaufort’s Dyke’ area of the Irish Sea between Scotland and Ireland.
NFLA will commemorate its 40th anniversary with a special webinar on the 6th December, looking at its
origins, its strategic partnerships and its relevance today. (1) NFLA have also been working with the
European Mayors for Peace Chapter and the International Campaign to Abolish Nuclear Weapons
(ICAN) to develop a high profile webinar on peace and security in Europe over the decade. This will
include presentations from a number of influential Mayors located across Europe, leading disarmament
academics and the senior officers of ICAN. It will be held on the 4th December. (2)
Such activity is proof positive of the continuing effectiveness and relevance of the NFLA some 40 years
after it was established. The NFLA website provides a large repository of its consistent, high quality policy
work and activity over four decades – https://www.nuclearpolicy.info.
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NFLA Steering Committee Chair, Councillor David Blackburn said:
“As the NFLA Steering Committee Chair I follow a rich tradition of councillors from across the political
spectrum who are united in the need to protect public safety from nuclear risks, call for innovative local
decentralised, renewable energy solutions and campaign with other influential groups for a nuclear
weapons free world. We remain as relevant within local government now as we did in 1980, providing a
principled evidence-based organisation seeking safe solutions in dealing with a huge nuclear legacy
whilst advocating clean, waste free alternatives to fossil fuels and nuclear power.
We began in 1980 passing resolutions calling for a nuclear weapons free world, and now forty years
later, our member councils are doing the same to support the Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear
Weapons, which comes into force in January. Like 1980, the world is in a dark place at the moment, with
a great urgency required on how a green recovery can take us out of the economic morass created by
Covid-19 and the much more concerning climate emergency, which our upcoming report will show. As
long as Councils see the importance of such work we will continue to provide ground-breaking research
and bring a common sense approach for creating a sustainable, nuclear free future. I welcome this
milestone for the NFLA.”
Ends - for more information please contact Sean Morris, NFLA Secretary, on 00 44 (0)161 234 3244.
Notes to Editors:
(1) NFLA 40th anniversary webinar - https://www.nuclearpolicy.info/wp/wpcontent/uploads/2020/10/NFLA_40th_anniversary_webinar_flyer.pdf
(2) The programme for a special NFLA, Mayors for Peace Europe and ICAN webinar on the 4th
December is attached with this media release and will be on the NFLA website. There will also be
a short pictorial potted history of the NFLA.
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